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ABSTRACT
There

is

a

definite

neurodegeneration,

need

to

better

neuroinflammation,

monitor

and

drug-mediated

information

effects

processing

on

(feature

detection), which includes markers for progression of synaptic plasticity and
neurogenesis in ototoxicity screening protocols. The field of otology acknowledges
that given the heterogeneity and complexity of auditory function, a single biomarker

Auditory brainstem response
ABR; Nonhuman primate
Cat; Rat; Guinea pigs
Electrophysiology
Thresholds; Threshold shifts
Normative data

is unlikely to identify or explain predictive ototoxicity or restorative efficacy of a
novel therapeutic. We present historical control baseline Auditory Brainstem Response
(ABR) data derived from over 1,500 purpose-bred laboratory animals and
summarized as part of approved research studies submitted for the New Drug
Application (NDA) process to the U.S. FDA. These baseline assessments were
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conducted as part of standard nonclinical ototoxicity screening assessment studies
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identified that may support animal selection for future ototoxicity screening safety

using ABR screening to quantify the progression of auditory damage over the course
of

dose

administrations,

that

is

confirmed

by

both

histopathology

and

cytocochleograms. This single report differentiates the critical ABR baseline
characteristics in purpose bred laboratory animals. Five hundred nine rats (254M,
255F), 503 cats (208M, 295F), 406 guinea pigs (203M, 203F), and 92 nonhuman
primates (53M, 39F) have been examined using a standard structured GLP-compliant
study protocol. Some general common features of using ABR evaluations are
assessment studies. The impetus of publishing historical control data is to support the
potential use of novel statistical comparisons with normative and current control data
to reduce the total number of animals used in future research.

ABBREVIATION
GLP: Good Laboratory Practices; FDA: ABR: Auditory Brainstem Response

INTRODUCTION
The measurement of ABRs in laboratory animals are designed to detect and
characterize changes in the sensory aspects of nervous system function that result from
exposure to chemical and drug substances prior to license approval for use in humans.
Corresponding author:
David V. Gauvin
NBS Dept, Charles River Laboratories,
54943 North Main St., Mattawan, MI
49071, USA, Phone: 269 668 3336;
Fax: 269 668 4151;
Email: david.gauvin@crl.com

The techniques involve neurophysiological measurements from adult animals that are
sensitive to changes in the function of auditory sensory systems. These procedures can
be used in two ways: 1) to detect the progression of sensory dysfunction produced by
compounds in the absence of relevant information – standard Tier II drug safety
assessment protocols; or 2) when there are reasons to expect that the small
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compartment [1] of auditory transduction processes are

laboratories to provide objective measures of auditory nerve

specifically sensitive to the class of test compounds being

and brainstem disorders [10,11].

investigated (e.g. aminoglycoside antibiotics) [2].

ABR as a measure of progression of cytotoxicity

The source materials used in developing a well-structured

One of the most compelling and critical design questions in

ototoxicity protocol come through a process of harmonization

developing a protocol to assess ototoxic liability for NDA

that has blended testing strategies of multiple federal

submissions is the selection of an in vivo biomarker of

regulatory agencies. A harmonized ototoxicity study design is

cytotoxicity or auditory dysfunction that can be repeated

developed through blending the testing guidance and

across the prescribed dosing regimen. However, the screening

requirements of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s

test chosen (ABR) in support of licensure approval is not the

Toxic Substances Control Act [3], the subsequent EPA

definitive

administrative guideline, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),

regulatory and administrative control policies. The ABR should

40 CFR 798.6855 [4] the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s

be used simply as a functional measure of the VIII cranial nerve

(FDA) Good Laboratory Practices [5] and “Guidance for

and brainstem and any decision regarding safety assessment

Industry: Nonclinical Safety Evaluation of Reformulated Drug

of the test article must await further analysis [12]. The critical

Products and Products Intended for Administration by an

data in these tests remains postmortem histopathology.

Alternate Route” [6]. The FDA Guidance states that the ability

What we are interested in demonstrating in the safety

of the new drug to penetrate an intact tympanic membrane

assessment profile of a new drug is not limited to just the

should be determined and the exposure to the middle and

question of cell damage (cytotoxicity), but rather how rapid the

inner ears in an animal model should be estimated. If the drug

progression of cell death occurs following a single dose

product is expected to reach the middle or inner ear during

administration or during the period of repeating therapeutic

clinical use or is introduced directly to those regions, evaluation

dose administrations. The ABR is not the definitive dependent

of the ABR, as well as microscopy of relevant otic tissues,

measure of ototoxicity. In nonclinical ototoxicity studies, it is

including a cytocochleogram, should be included in acute

imperative to describe the onset of organ damage, its accrual,

and/or repeat-dose studies conducted by intratympanic

predictors of damage progression, as well as the effects of the

administration.

drug on health-related quality of life in future patients who

Over 40 years ago, Stebbins & Rudy [7] first expressed their

may later receive the test article [13]. Recent work suggests

hope that behavioral toxicology establish common procedures

that changes in auditory function can be used to track the

for animals which may yield rapid and early evidence of

natural history of disease progression. In most contemporary

toxicity, but in a precise, controlled, and unequivocal manner.

standard ototoxicity studies, the ABR is the selected screening

The ABR has revealed its true worth in ototoxicity screening

tool. In structured drug development programs, it is critical to

procedures due to its ability to accurately and reliably reveal

distinguish between treatment-related effects and background

the earliest possible signs of cytotoxicity, i.e., at a stage when

‘normal variability’ when interpreting results.

the effects noted may not be completely irreversible. The

For research facilities generating data for regulatory

specific procedures employed during a study are selected on a

submissions for agency review and possible licensure, it is

case-by-case basis. The procedures are selected based on

imperative that the data are valid, reliable, and generated

information available at the time of the study design, notable

within a well-controlled environment. In order to meet the strict

signs of toxicity observed during the conduct of other

standards of all drug approval agencies, researchers are

regulatory based safety assessment studies, and/or the

required to use Good Laboratory Practices (GLP), defined in

therapeutic target for the drug development program. ABR

medical product development regulations, for nonclinical

thresholds were championed by Galambos and colleagues

laboratory studies. The GLP regulations are found in United

[8,9] and are now used by most ototoxicity screening

States Code (USC) 21 CFR Part 58.1: Good Laboratory

endpoint

for

safety

required

under

current

Practice for Nonclinical Laboratory Studies. Fourteen years ago
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a program was established to develop an organized and

responses to test article exposure. Responses can be highly

harmonized pharmaceutical approval program that is a

variable, with limited opportunity for control of extrinsic

stepwise process involving an evaluation of both animal and

sources. It is critical to distinguish between treatment-related

human efficacy and safety data. In 2006 the International

effects and background 'normal variability' when interpreting

Commission on Harmonization (ICH) established a universal

these results [23]. HCD can be a valuable tool in

lexicon related to the testing of new molecular entities in both

contextualizing results against previous studies performed

animals and humans prior to licensure. The term for all animal

under similar conditions.

research was established to be “nonclinical” research and

By providing a relatively large and robust series of normative

human based data is referred to as “clinical” data

control ABR data from four commonly used purpose-bred

(https://database.ich.org/sites/default/files/M3_R2__Guideli

laboratory animals in standard nonclinical toxicity studies, we

ne.pdf)

provide a firm foundation for maintaining the ABR as the

These regulations set the minimum basic requirements for: study

preferred method in ototoxicity screening. With these data in

conduct, personnel, facilities, equipment, written protocols,

mind

operating procedures, study reports, and a system of quality

histopathology and cytocochleograms, which provide the

assurance oversight for each study to help assure the safety of

regulatory and legally defensible weight of evidence needed

FDA-regulated product. Historical control data (HCD) can be a

to establish the risk-to-benefit profile for the compound.

valuable tool in contextualizing results from single studies

ABR thresholds are not hearing thresholds

against previous studies performed under similar conditions

ABR

[14-17].

thresholds”. Szymanski et al. [24] concluded that the

The ABR is used simply as the functional measure of the

relationship between physiological and behavioral auditory

cochlea, auditory nerve and brainstem over the time course of

thresholds is dependent upon organismal variables and stimuli

the study [18,19]. Small compartment neurotoxicity can be

characteristics, in addition to electrophysiological recording

permanent or recoverable [1]. It is the ABR that has been

parameters and may show differences of up to 20 dB between

incorporated into most nonclinical safety assessment studies to

the two measures. These ABR potentials represent sensory or

accurately establish the etiology of progressive hearing loss.

neural responses from lower levels of the auditory system as

Mechanical or oxidative (metabolic) damage to auditory

they are transmitted up to the cortex.

pathways are not necessarily permanent. While several

The waveforms recorded in the ABR arise from the auditory

cellular, structural, and physiologic functions can cause hearing

nerve and brainstem structures [25]. The simplest view of the

decline, there are numerous “natural” restorative processes that

genesis of the ABR is that each wave arises from a single

can completely reverse damage which influence the risk-to-

anatomical site. Waves beyond II are now commonly believed

benefit analysis for a compound.

to represent brainstem level activity. The early waves (I and II)

Institutional normative data is advantageous [20] if the data

are consistent in time and amplitudes to suggest their sources

were obtained using: 1) the same laboratory, 2) study design,

are from structures on the same side as the auditory stimulus

3) experimental methods, 4) assessment criteria, and 5) if the

presentation. Later waves (III, IV, and V) may come from

studies

structures that receive ipsilateral, contralateral, or bilateral

used

contemporaneously
advantages

for

comparison

[20,21].

of comparative

There

were
is

also

conducted
value

and

data review from large,

we

acknowledge

thresholds

are

not

the

critical

endpoints

behaviorally

based

remain

“hearing

inputs from the auditory periphery [26-32].
Interestingly,

several

studies

have

reported

noticeable

statistically powerful external databases conducted in other

differences between the information processing and waveform

laboratories if collecting data on similar strains of laboratory

latencies recorded in rodent and human ABRs. Differences in

animals given regulatory and political pressures exist to

the localization of the exact brainstem lamina that represents

decrease animal use in safety assessment studies [21,22].

the source of scalp recorded ABR waves are believed to occur

Ototoxicity screening is intended to measure biological

due to differences in the processing of auditory stimuli across
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species. In contrast to humans, wave II in the mouse ABR has

1 summarizes the animals ordered and used on these studies.

been suggested to be generated by the posterior ventral

Extra animals are generally added to the study census to

cochlear nucleus and wave V by the lateral lemniscus and

ensure adequate numbers of animals are available following

inferior colliculus. For example, in rats the amplitude of wave II

ABR testing that ensures a standard randomization process for

is the largest, wave III is the smallest and wave V is not

study selections.

commonly used for the evaluation of ABR hearing thresholds

All animal colony and testing rooms are maintained on a 12 hr

[33]. Borg [34] was early in advocating for the ABR as being

light/dark cycle with monitored access to food and free access

suitable for the determination of auditory thresholds and the

to normal facility tap water. All housing, maintenance,

assessment of hearing losses, and 40 years later the ABR

environmental atmospheric controls and procedures were

remains critically important in nonclinical hearing research.

approved by the IACUC and continuously monitored to ensure

As described by Nolan [35] hearing loss is a multifactorial

strict compliance with veterinary standards of care guidelines

disease governed by both genetic and environmental factors

established by AAALAC and the applicable US drug and

(noise, ototoxic drugs) [36]. Worldwide projections indicate

chemical regulatory agencies that oversee contract research

432 million adults are affected by disabling hearing loss

facilities in the U.S.

(defined as thresholds >40 dB; hearing loss in the better

ABRs

hearing ear averaged across 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz; WHO,

ABRs were conducted using the same equipment, standard

2018). When these data are identified by sex the prevalence

operating procedures, and test frequencies for all animals on

of disabling hearing loss is greater in men compared to

this study. Only, the specific anesthesia induction and

women, equating to 242 million men and 190 million women

maintenance procedures were modified for the species of

worldwide. Women have shorter ABR latencies then men [37]

animal being tested. Differential anesthesia procedures

and Picton [38] has suggested that these sex-differences are

between species are required in order to provide a similar

most likely due to the longer length of the basilar membrane in

level of hypnosis (sleep), analgesia, motor suppression, and

men.

body temperature control [43].

Studies in aged animals have given great insight into the

Auditory function tests were conducted in double-walled sound-

histological deficit with degenerative changes in the sensory

attenuating chambers (RE-246, Acoustic Systems) under

hair cells, the spiral ganglion neurons, and the stria vascularis

anesthesia (see Table 1). Standard procedure sets right ear

[39,40]. Progress has been made in identifying genetic

evaluations to be conducted first, followed by the left ear using

markers for early onset congenital hearing loss and describing

an ascending frequency method of stimulus presentation, with

their role in normal cochlear function [41,42]. The genetic risk

the lowest frequency in each ear increasing in intensity through

factors and the molecular pathways they modulate contribute

the highest frequency of each ear.

to the hearing loss developed over the lifespan and remain to
be clearly elucidated.

METHODS

Table 1: Summary table for the number of animals
ordered for studies and those reported on study following
randomization based on ABR results.

Animals and groups

Rat

All subjects were purpose bred laboratory animals purchased
Ordered

from US Department of Agriculture (USDA) breeding facilities

Reported

that had prior site review and formal approval by the

Numerical
Difference
Percent
Difference

Male
338
254

Cat
Female
338
255

Male
318
211

Female
448
298

Guinea Pig
Male
Female
290
313
203
201

Monkey
Males
Female
64
43
53
39

84

83

107

150

87

112

11

4

24.8%

24.5%

33.6%

33.5%

30.0%

35.6%

17.2%

9.3%

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at
Charles River Laboratories (Mattawan, MI).

Scalp recordings of brainwave activity is unduly affected by

Sprague-Dawley rats, domesticated shorthair cats, albino

muscle movement artifacts, therefore anesthesia /sedation must

guinea pigs, and cynomolgus monkeys were used for

be used for the completion of animal ABRs. Smith & Mills [44]

comparative historical and cross-species data collections. Table

directly compared ABR interpeak intervals and amplitude
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ratios from awake versus anesthetized animals using CNS

preamplifier/digitizer coupled with a RA4LI amplifier (TDT)

depressant

non-CNS

that electronically increased the weak signal by 20X, and then

depressant (non-barbiturate) agents. The stability of response

the waveform was digitally filtered using a 300 Hz high-pass

thresholds and the small magnitude of latency and amplitude

filter and 3 kHz low-pass filter with a 60Hz notch filter. A

changes with a ketamine and xylazine regimen demonstrated

maximum of 1024 artifact-free waveforms were averaged to

that accurate electrophysiological measures of hearing

produce a final ABR trace, coupled with worksheet post-

sensitivity and auditory brainstem activity could be obtained in

processing filtration of 300 Hz corner filtration, a 2-pole filter

anesthetized animals, provided that temperature and other

order, and a scaling of 1.5. Analysis was based on inspection

parameters are maintained within normal physiological limits.

of stacked waveforms. Suprathreshold stimuli were presented

Ketamine anesthesia has been widely used for ABR assessments

at a minimum of 100 times, and as the test stimulus approached

in humans [45], and laboratory animals [46-48]. For nonhuman

threshold values the presentation rate was increased to a

primates, a volatile anesthetic (isoflurane) was used to allow

minimum of 512 presentations. The ABR threshold was

for longer testing periods without muscle movement artifacts

subjectively defined as the lowest SPL to produce a repeatable

and for better body temperature control. Hypothermia from

waveform

prolonged anesthesia monitoring will affect the accurate

amplitudes. Each technician is trained to identify and document

measurement of ABRs [49]. In our own experience general

these threshold values in real time.

anesthesia using isoflurane is uneventful. Doyle & Fria [49] and

Threshold differences between the left and right ears for 4, 10,

Ros et al. [50] have confirmed the recording of normal

and 20 kHz stimuli and between male and female subjects for

brainstem recordings of all five ABR peaks. There were no

each species were analyzed using VasserStats©:Website for

statistically significant differences in mean latencies or median

Statistical Computation, Physical Sciences Resource Center,

amplitudes using inhaled anesthetics like isoflurane.

Vassar

Open field ABRs were recorded using a 5 millisecond tone

www.vassarstats.net ) Since all samples sizes were greater than

burst stimuli, with a 0.5 millisecond gate time, presented every

30 subjects an F statistic was used; with p < 0.05.

20 milliseconds by an RZ6 Auditory Processor with high

Inter-rater reliability:

bandwidth range of up to 115 dB at a sampling rate of up to

Inter-rater reliability assessment was assured by comparing

200 kHz. The speaker was placed approximately 4

each technician’s threshold values of historical control data of

centimeters from the auditory canal meatus. The auditory

over 100 ABRs standards. Guidelines for Reporting Reliability

processor is integrated with BioSigRZ software (TDT Inc.,

and Agreement Studies (GRRAS) have been proposed by

Alachua, FL, USA), and delivered binaurally via MF1 Multi-

Kottner et al. [51] and Gerke et al. [52].

Field Magnetic Speakers designed for use with all four species

Reliability scores were determined by a Kappa-statistic like

of animals related to this study report. The MF1 speaker has an

analysis determination between the institutional scientific

ultrasonic range of up to 65 kHz. The PC-based computer

subject matter expert (SMEs) for ABRs and an outside

software provides standard configuration files to conduct ABR

independent rater which is considered as an internationally-

evaluations in all four of species in this report, as well as

renowned

complete calibration files for the speakers and microphones

electrophysiology, with over 40 years of hearing research and

used to conduct the ABRs in the laboratory.

publication history (Dr. David Dolan, Kresge Hearing Research

At each test frequency, each tone-burst level was varied

Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI). A bank of ABRs

between 0 to 100 dB SPL in 5- or 10-dB steps (if no signal

independently scored by Dr. Dolan are used as standards and

waveform was generated at 80dB, the technician proceeds to

the technicians independently review and score those ABRs

100dB SPL for confirmation, but no greater). Responses were

standard files. Zegers et al. [53] (2010) have proposed that

measured via subdermal needle electrodes, vertex-to-mastoid,

‘‘a K-value between 0.00 and 0.20 was classified as ‘slight’;

with the ground at the contra-lateral ear. A MedusaRA4PA

between 0.21 and 0.40 as ‘fair’; between 0.41 and 0.60 as

anesthetics

(barbiturate)

versus

greater

College

expert

than

isoelectric

(1998-2020,

in

auditory

Dr.

background

Richard

neuroscience
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‘moderate’; between 0.61 and 0.80 as ‘substantial’; and
between 0.81 and 1.00 as ‘almost perfect’ ”. The current
laboratory interobserver agreement related to threshold
values was > 0.81.

Figure 3: Effects of stimulus intensity (loudness) on
representative auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) from
one male (left panel) and one female (right panel) controltreated purpose bred, laboratory domestic cats. The
average waveforms are shown for sound pressure levels
Figure 1: Process flow chart of ABR procedures conducted
in rats, cats, guinea pigs, and nonhuman primates. All
animals were tested with the same frequencies (4, 10, and
20 kHz) using the same equipment and procedures.

(SPLs) from 13 to 80 dB. Both figures show ABR data from
the right ear. The ABR threshold was subjectively defined as
the lowest SPL to produce a repeatable waveform greater
than isoelectric background wave amplitudes.

Figure 4: Effects of stimulus intensity (loudness) on
Figure 2: Effects of stimulus intensity (loudness) on
representative auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) from
one male (left panel) and one female (right panel) controltreated Sprague-Dawley rat. The average waveforms are
shown for sound pressure levels (SPLs) from 13 to 80 dB.
Both figures show ABR data from the right ear. The ABR
threshold was subjectively defined as the lowest SPL to
produce a repeatable waveform greater than isoelectric

representative auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) from
one male (left panel) and one female (right panel) controltreated pigmented guinea pigs. The average waveforms
are shown for sound pressure levels (SPLs) from 13 to 80
dB. Both figures show ABR data from the right ear. The ABR
threshold was subjectively defined as the lowest SPL to
produce a repeatable waveform greater than isoelectric
background wave amplitudes.

background wave amplitudes.
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subject of each species. Each wave complex represents the
pooled, filtered average of a maximum of 1,024 artifact free
stimulus presentations in each animal’s right ear. The exception
are the primate ABRs, which are averaged much longer, up to
5,000 presentations near threshold. Time from stimulus
presentation is expressed in milliseconds (ms) from left to right
on each waveform complex. The threshold values determined
by the subjective visual inspection by trained technicians from
the cumulative ABR waveform data available on the computer
Figure 5: Effects of stimulus intensity (loudness) on
representative auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) from

monitor at the time of testing are reproduced here for
presentation purposes.

one male (left panel) and one female (right panel) controltreated cynomolgus monkeys. The average waveforms are
shown for sound pressure levels (SPLs) from 13 to 80 dB.
Both figures show ABR data from the right ear. The ABR
threshold was subjectively defined as the lowest SPL to
produce a repeatable waveform greater than isoelectric
background wave amplitudes.
Figure 7: Group mean ABR thresholds (+/- 1 SEM),
expressed in dBs, for 4, 10, and 20 kHz wavelength bands
for both right (black symbols) and left (red symbols) ears of
male (left panel) and female (right panel) laboratory shorthaired cats.

Figure 6: Group mean ABR thresholds (+/- 1 SEM),
expressed in dBs, for 4, 10, and 20 kHz test frequencies
for both right (black symbols) and left (red symbols) ears
of male (left panel) and female (right panel) SpragueDawley rats. There were no statistically significant
differences between males and females at any tested

Figure 8: Group mean ABR thresholds (+/- 1 SEM),

frequency.

expressed in dBs, for 4, 10, and 20 kHz wavelength bands

Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 are representative selected graphic
presentations of the ABR waveforms determined for the midfrequency (10 kHz) auditory stimulus from a standard

for both right (black symbols) and left (red symbols) ears
of male (left panel) and female (right panel) purpose-bred
laboratory guinea pigs.

(guidepost) three-frequency spectrum of 4, 10, and 20 kHz for
rats, cats, guinea pigs, and monkeys, respectively. The
wavelengths are ordered vertically from high (90-100 dB)
amplitude sound pressure levels (top) to lowest (0 db) in 10 dB
steps presented to each anesthetized animal using the
psychophysical “method of limits” on a perceived loudness
dimension from male (left panel) and female (right panel)
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Figure 9: Group mean ABR thresholds (+/- 1 SEM),
expressed in dBs, for 4, 10, and 20 kHz wavelength
bands for both right (black symbols) and left (red
symbols) ears of male (left panel) and female (right
panel) purpose-bred laboratory cynomolgus monkeys.
Table 2: Anesthesia used to sedate animals to conduct ABRs. Each animal received identical pretreatments
and anesthesia induction procedures for the four species used on the study. (refer to Flecknell, [43]).
Time-to-Effect

Premedication

Anesthesia
Induction

Allowable
Supplement

Recovery

NHP

10 mins

Ketamine
10 mg/kg IM
Atropine
0.04 mg/kg IM

Isoflurane up to 3% INH EVAP

Lactated Ringers Solution 2mL/kg/hr

NA

Rat

15 mins

NA

Up to 1 full dose of anesthesia

Antisedan
2.5 mg/kg SC*

Guinea
Pig

15 mins

NA

Up to 1 full dose of anesthesia

Antisedan
2.5 mg/kg
SC*

Cat

15 mins

NA

Up to 1 full dose of anesthesia

Antisedan
0.4 mg/kg
IM*

Species

*Antisedan

Ketamine
40 mg/kg IP
Dexmedetomidine
0.25 mg/kg IP
Ketamine
40 mg/kg IP
Dexmedetomidine
0.25 mg/kg IP
Ketamine
10 mg/kg IM
Dexmedetomidine
0.04 mg/kg IM

is administered at this dose or 1:1 volume Dexmedetomidine, whichever is greater

Table 3: Rats: Summary data for ABR assessments of drug- and
experimentally-naïve purpose bred laboratory Sprague-Dawley
rats. The grand means of stimulus intensity levels (expressed in
decibels [dB] are shown for 3 reference stimuli used for threshold
testing.

MEAN
(dB)
STD DEV
(dB)
S.E.M.
(dB)
Left v Right
MODE
(dB)
MEDIAN (dB)
MIATA
(dB)
Range
(dB)

4 kHz
Right

ABR Frequency
4 kHz
10 kHz
10 kHz
Left
Right
Left
254 Males

20.65

20.08

10.04

8.54

9.12

0.54

0.58

20 kHz
Right

20 kHz
Left

10.44

10.51

10.10

7.68

9.18

9.42

9.83

0.48

0.58

0.59

0.62

p = 0.47

p = 0.60

p = 0.63

21

21

6

21

21

6

21

19

8

21

19

8

4.62 ± 0.24

4.13 ± 0.38

3.97 ± 0.24

0 - 23

0 - 17

0 - 18
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# > 8 dB

36

30

24

255 Females
MEAN
(dB)
STD DEV
(dB)
S.E.M.
(dB)
Left v Right
MODE
(dB)
MEDIAN
(dB)
MIATA
(dB)
Range
(dB)
# > 8 dB
Males vs Females

20.95

20.23

9.78

9.61

9.64

9.53

7.88

8.40

7.39

7.62

8.79

8.96

0.50

0.53

0.47

0.48

0.56

0.57

p = 0.32

p = 0.79

p = 0.88

21

21

0

0

0

6

21

20

8

8

8

7

4.23 ± 0.23

3.84 ± 0.22

3.51 ± 0.22

0 - 17

0 - 17

0 - 19

28

28

p = 0.69

p = 0.86

p = 0.70

18
p = 0.27

p = 0.28

p = 0.50

MIATA: Mean Inter-aural Threshold Asymmetry
Table 4: Cats: Summary data for ABR assessments of drug- and
experimentally-naïve purpose bred laboratory cats. The grand means of
stimulus intensity levels (expressed in decibels [dB] are shown for 3 reference
stimuli sed for threshold testing.

MEAN
(dB)
STD DEV
(dB)
S.E.M.
(dB)
Left v Right
MODE
(dB)
MEDIAN
(dB)
MIATA
(dB)
Range
(dB)
# > 8 dB

ABR Frequency
10 kHz
10 kHz
Right
Left
209 Males

4 kHz
Right

4 kHz
Left

20 kHz
Right

20 kHz
Left

13.97

14.37

4.80

5.31

8.85

9.23

12.10

11.76

6.61

7.03

8.47

9.26

0.84

0.84

0.84

0.84

0.84

0.84

p = 0.73

p = 0.45

p = 0.66

8

11

0

0

6

6

12

12

2

2

6

6

4.18 ± 0.28

3.32 ± 0.25

4.21 ± 0.28

0 – 21

0 – 19

0 – 22

25

26

30

295 Females
MEAN
(dB)
STD DEV
(dB)
S.E.M.
(dB)
Left v Right
MODE
(dB)
MEDIAN
(dB)
MIATA
(dB)
Range
(dB)
# > 8 dB D.L.
Males vs Females

12.19

12.85

3.62

3.73

6.64

6.9

10.68

10.34

5.65

6.06

8.60

8.18

0.62

0.61

0.33

0.35

0.50

p = 0.45

p = 0.66

0.48
p = 0.82

14

9

0

0

0

0

11

11

1

1

4

6

4.13 ± 0.21

2.62 ± 0.18

4.04 ± 0.32

0 – 21

0 – 16

0 – 24

35

19
p = 0.03 *
p = 0.007 **

p = 0.08

p = 0.12

39
p = 0.004 **

p =0.003 **

MIATA: Mean Inter-aural Threshold Asymmetry; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
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Table 5: Guinea Pigs: Summary data for ABR assessments of drugand experimentally-naïve purpose bred laboratory pigmented
guinea pigs. The grand means of stimulus intensity levels
(expressed in decibels [dB] are shown for 3 reference stimuli used
for threshold testing.

MEAN
(dB)
S.D.
(dB)
S.E.M.
(dB)
Laft v Right
MODE
(dB)
MEDIAN
(dB)
MIATA
(dB)
Range
(dB)
# > 8 dB D.L.

4 kHz
Right

ABR Frequency
4 kHz
10 kHz
10 kHz
Left
Right
Left
203 Males

44.87

44.63

29.97

12.42

12.12

0.87

0.85

20 kHz
Right

20 kHz
Left

30.14

20.81

21.14

10.93

10.41

12.49

11.66

0.77

0.73

0.88

0.82

p = 0.84

p = 0.89

p = 0.78

36

36

27

28

17

16

43

42

28

28

17

18

5.07 ± 0.33

3.89 ± 0.24

4.05 ± 0.22

0 – 18

0 – 18

0 - 14

36

22

26

203 Females
MEAN
(dB)
S.D.
(dB)
S.E.M.
(dB)
Left v Right
MODE
(dB)
MEDIAN
(dB)
MIATA
(dB)
Range
(dB)
# > 8 dB
Males v Females

44.70

44.78

29.89

30.10

20.65

21.24

12.85

12.31

11.37

10.60

11.99

11.38

0.91

0.87

0.80

0.75

0.85

0.81

p = 1.0

p = 0.84

p = 0.61

43

36

23

26

16

18

41

42

27

28

17

19

4.58 ± 0.25

3.93 ± 0.24

4.25 ± 0.23

0 – 19

0 - 17

0 - 19

33

24
p = 0.92
p = 1.0

p = 0.88

p = 0.89

19
p = 0.89

p = 0.92

MIATA: Mean Inter-aural Threshold Asymmetry
Table 6: Monkeys: Summary data for ABR assessments of drugand experimentally-naïve purpose bred laboratory cynomolgus
monkeys. The grand means of stimulus intensity levels (expressed in
ABR Frequency
decibels [dB] are shown for 3 reference
stimuli used for threshold

MEAN
(dB)
STD DEV
(dB)
S.E.M.
(dB)
Left v Right
MODE
(dB)
MEDIAN
(dB)
MIATA
(dB)
Range
(dB)
# > 8 dB
MEAN

4 kHz
Right

4 kHz
10 kHz
Left testing.
Right
53 Males

10 kHz
Left

20 kHz
Right

20 kHz
Left

36.17

37.68

30.41

32.11

34.13

33.90

3.9

5.85

6.38

6.26

7.25

7.25

0.54

0.80

0.88

0.86

0.99

0.99

p = 0.56

p = 0.54

p = 0.92

34

37

28

34

33

27

34

37

28

34

33

27

4.45 ± 0.65

5.21 ± 0.76

6.98 ± 0.81

0 – 26

0 – 22

0 - 31

10

11

16

35.02

39 Females
37.82
27.97

30.10

30.74

31.00
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(dB)
STD DEV
(dB)
S.E.M.
(dB)
Left v Right
MODE
(dB)
MEDIAN
(dB)
MIATA
(dB)
Range
(dB)
# > 8 dB
Males vs Females

4.30

4.78

4.59

4.43

5.18

5.80

0.69

0.77

0.73

0.71

0.83

0.93

p = 0.50

p = 0.39

p = 0.81

33

36

28

29

29

28

35

37

28

29

31

32

3.72 ± 0.56

3.56 ± 0.52

5.13 ± 0.50

0 - 14

0 - 13

0 - 11

4

4

p = 1.0

p = 0.84

p = 0.47

8
p = 0.65

p =0.40

p = 0.49

MIATA: Mean Inter-aural Threshold Asymmetry
Table 7: ABR thresholds asymmetries in rats, cats, guinea pigs
and monkeys. The percentage of right ear to left ear threshold
differences are expressed as a percentage of total subject
population of each species.
Animal Species

Rat
Cat
Guinea Pig
NHP

ABR Frequency Band Tested
4 kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
42.62%
40.63%
41.03%
41.83%
37.45%
39.44%
41.69%
41.82%
38.30%
37.98%
47.45%
44.23%
47.05%
48.51%
45.09%
41.58%
46.07%
50.49%
49,05%
71.79%
56.60%
64.10%
49.05%
51.28%

Percentage of Subjects with Right Threshold < Left Threshold
Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 are the corresponding group summary

the-curve kinetics or Cmax achieved in the cochlear endolymph.

data derived from the reported sample sizes from cats, rats,

The summary data demonstrate the highest auditory threshold

guinea-pigs and monkeys represented by the Figures, above.

values are consistently from the low frequency (4 kHz) stimuli

As shown in these ABR Summary Tables (3 through 6), there are

but as shown in Figure 5, below the 3-point audiograms from

no physiologically meaningful sex differences in ABR thresholds

these four species of commonly used experimental animals do

for our standard 3 wavelength guideposts. There were no

not show strict frequency dependency.

statistically significant male-female differences in measured

Figures 6 through 9 show the group mean threshold values for

thresholds for 4, 10, or 20 kHz stimuli in rats, guinea pigs, and

3 standard frequecy bands, 4, 10, and 20 kHz, in drug- and

monkeys. There were differences between male and female

experimentally naïve rats, cats, guinea pigs, and monkeys,

cats on the measured ABR thresholds for both left and right

respectively.

ears at the 10 and 20 kHz stimuli, however, while statistically

The audiograms for rats, cats, and monkeys show a similar

significant the group mean differences were limited to less than

shaped “bent linear” function from low to high frequencies. The

3 dB in SPL and are not considered physiologically meaningful.

10 kHz frequency standard demonstrating the lowest ABR

Our historical data do not support the mandatory inclusion of

threshold for rats, cats, and monkeys. Guinea pigs, on the other

both sexes in ototoxicity studies based solely on baseline ABR

hand show a negative linear function with frequency, the higher

threshold differences. However, the cellular mechanisms

the frequency the more sensitive guinea pigs are in ABR

involved in oxidative stress, initiation of apoptotic pathways,

assessments. For the lowest test frequency band of 4 kHz, the

pharmacokinetics, or active metabolite production associated

group mean ABR thresholds resulted in a rank order of cats <

with the test article itself [54], may be critical factors used

rats < monkey < guinea pigs; the mid-frequency band (10

justify selection and use of the most sensitive gender for this

kHz) resulted in a rank order of cats < rats < monkeys ≡

specific test article of interest based on either the area-under-
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guinea pigs; and the highest standard test frequency (20 kHz)

In our data rats and cats showed minor left ear dominance

resulted in a ranking of cats < rats < monkeys < guinea pigs.

(>50% of animals had lower left ear thresholds when

DISCUSSION

compared to the right). Guinea pigs also showed a minor left
in

ear dominance in the 4 and 10 kHz audible range of ABR test

electrophysiological auditory thresholds in rats, cats, guinea

frequencies. However, male guinea pigs showed a very slight

pigs or monkeys in this laboratory. There are several published

left ear dominance, with females showing no binaural threshold

studies appearing in peer-reviewed scientific journals that do

differences at the highest tested frequency of 20 kHz. Monkeys

report sex/gender effects in the ABR [38]. For example,

showed the greatest binaural difference thresholds of all four

Charlton et al. [55] reported statistically different ABR

species tested. Females showed a unilateral threshold sensitivity

thresholds in male and female Long Evans and Brattleboro rats.

for the right ear at the 4, 10 kHz test frequencies with only a

However, in these data, ABR thresholds differed across all

minor binaural disparity at the high frequency of 20 kHz. Male

groups tested by as little as 6 dB at 8 kHz and by as much as

monkeys showed only a minor unilateral difference threshold at

24 dB at 42 kHz test frequencies. The ABR thresholds for the

10 kHz. Whether these binaural difference thresholds have any

click stimuli were the same for all groups in the recent Charlton

ethological basis is not known but the difference may be the

et al. study [55] (25 dB), but the peak sensitivity for the rats

result of “order effects” since it is our standard practice to test

was between 8 and 16 kHz, with higher thresholds at both

right ears prior to left ears.

higher and lower frequencies. Significant sex differences in the

Our historical control data demonstrate a minimal impact on

ABRs were not found at all frequencies but were obtained at

binaural threshold differences in any of the four species

some of the lowest and some of the highest frequencies tested

including rats, cats, guinea pigs, or monkeys with less than 8 dB

and are similar those reported by Popelar et al. [56]. As noted

binaural differences at 4, 10, and 20 kHz standard test

by the authors, it is not yet known whether these statistically

frequencies. These historical records may suggest that future

significant

ototoxicity studies may be limited to the most drug-sensitive

There

are

no

ABR

clear

sex

sex/gender

differences

occur

differences

at

ecologically

“meaningful” frequencies.

gender of experimental animals, only. males or females, but

Human data show that women have shorter latencies and

not both.

larger amplitude waveform when compared to males [57].

Guinea pigs are the most commonly reported animal species

However, any differences in head circumference or scalp/skull

used in nonclinical auditory research and the ABR thresholds

thickness that may serve to augment the total electrical

and resulting ABR audiograms demonstrate the reason why –

impedance of the EEG circuitry in conducting ABRs is negligible

guinea pigs show a direct inverse correlation between ABR

[38,58-61].

thresholds and test frequencies used in standard ABR tests.
studies

Since there is a general progression of hearing loss in drug-

investigating the binaural differences in auditory cues

induced cytotoxicity in the cochlea with high frequency loss

available to a variety of different species, including the rat

initiating the cascade followed by mid-frequency loss and low

[62,63], cat [64-66], guinea pigs [67-71], and the monkey

frequency loss occurring only after long term drug treatments.

[72,73]. Sininger & Cone-Wesson [74,75] reported ABR

The dynamic range of hearing in the guinea pig is linear and

asymmetries in human infants with right ear dominance.

can provide the most sensitive measure of the onset and

Subsequently, Keefe et al. [76] reported the results of over

development of ototoxicity since this species has the lowest

2000 ABRs in human infants and found right-ear dominance for

thresholds at the highest frequency (near the basal end of the

some of the response and noise amplitudes, but never showed

cochlea) initially of all three other species described in this

left-ear dominance. The table below, shows the percentage of

report.

right-ear dominance for ABR thresholds in each of the four

Atcherson & Stoody [58] remind us that regardless of sample

species.

size, ABR thresholds are subjective measurements. Each ABR

There

have

been

a

considerable

number

of

waveform in this and all laboratory settings have undergone
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one critically important but basic statistical procedure –

normal [75,77]. The “perfect” ABR will generally only be true

averaging. Each waveform is the amalgamated composition of

with optimal recording conditions, high stimulus intensity

a finite number of microvoltage samples collected on the scalp,

conditions, a very quiet and cooperative subject, and a very

which is amplified and digitized in an attempt to cancel out

healthy animal subject with no comorbidities, such as

random background noise (EEG, or electrocorticogram [ECoG])

inflammation, infection, or morphological damage [79].

without allowing the desired stimulus evoked potential to

The lack of significant threshold shifts in ABR waveforms,

continue to develop in the average. The separate waveforms

positive or negative, is not convincing evidence of drug safety

collected for each rat, cat, guinea pig, or monkey is then

or the lack of test article induced ototoxicity. Other critical

compared with normative data collected from the larger group

parameters must be included in the standard ototoxicity study

of 509 rats, 503 cats, 406 guinea pigs and 92 nonhuman

report – such as cytocochleograms and histopathology.

primates. Normative data typically yield the central tendency

Compared to behavioral thresholds, physiological methods

(Tables 1 through 4) of the species, as well as the variability in

tend to overestimate thresholds, particularly at higher

the group (standard deviation or standard error of the mean).

frequencies [80-82], in part because ABRs are limited by the

According to Atcherson & Stoody, [58] if an animal has a

electrical noise that obscures the amplified scalp responses

measurement that exceeds 2 standard deviations above or

near thresholds. Auditory function audiograms have consistently

below the mean there is a greater likelihood there is an

shown transient and Temporary Threshold Shifts (TTS) over

abnormality. While using this 2 SD method is common, there

repeated testing [83]. If the transient threshold represents a

are reports of other SD values such as 2.5 or 3 SD; 2 SD

true shift in baseline then the difference between the final and

threshold is considered a “conservative” setpoint [77].

original baselines is considered the drug-induced permanent

Physiological (ABR) and behavioral auditory thresholds are not

threshold shift (DIPTS, or simply a PTS). Since drug-induced

static, and the history of psychophysics tells us that there are no

threshold shifts may show recovery during subsequent ABR re-

absolute thresholds; transience prevails. Transient threshold

tests, not all threshold shifts represent “hearing loss”,

shifts occur in all sensory systems. No single ABR threshold shift

“ototoxicity”, or cochlear cell death. The time course and extent

should be used to define ototoxicity.

of the TTS is most likely related to anti-apoptotic mechanisms,

Hearing losses have the effect of reducing the perceived

natural cellular repair, or tolerance. The primary objectives of

intensity level of the stimulus presentations in the ABR (wave

ototoxicity safety assessment studies are, of course, to identify

amplitudes), which some assume should cause a prolongation of

permanent threshold shifts that are subsequently confirmed to

all or most ABR waveforms, as if the technician was decreasing

be the result of anatomical/structural damage induced by the

the sound intensity (SPL: sound pressure levels); in reality this is

test compound. Previous animal (noise-induced) ototoxicity

rare [78]. Low-frequency hearing loss can be associated with a

studies have shown that auditory threshold shifts of up to 40 dB

normal ABR because of the bias of tone or click stimulus

failed to be clinically diagnosed as Permanent Threshold Shifts

intensity to the basal end of the cochlea [74]. A subject with

(PTS) by histopathological confirmation [84-86] chinchilla.

moderate to severe sensorineural hearing loss could also have

Similar to ABRs, the studies using DPOAEs to track risk

a normal ABR with all relative and absolute latencies within the

progression do not reliably identify the PTS, either [87- 89].

normative range [75]. In clinical experience and published

While ABRs and DPOAEs are supportive biomarkers for the

reports of animal ototoxicity studies appearing in peer-

identification of risk onset, and the relative rate of progression

reviewed scientific journals, when audiometric pure-tone

of that risk over the course of drug exposures, the definitive

averages are 70 dB or greater (hearing level in humans or

assay in all toxicology programs remains postmortem

ABR thresholds in animals) it is not uncommon to have absent

histopathology.

ABRs. When the thresholds at 2 kHz is no greater than 40 dB

Methods for choosing an appropriate sample size in animal

SPL, and the three audiometric average is not greater than 50

experiments is critical in conformity to international standards

dB SPL, it has been reported that 80% of all ABRs can be

for use of animals in research (the 3R’s). As Sponsors diminish
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the number of animals on studies to control costs, the animal

accepted by the Acoustical Society of America. Equipment

census may threaten the risk of obtaining inconclusive results

manufacturers operating under the ISO and the ANSI do not

and requiring a secondary run of the study to bolster the

necessarily use the same stimulus features that are the basis of

statistical power of planned comparisons. By using a more

ABR threshold evaluations worldwide. Despite these issues,

efficient experimental design we can, for a given number of

there remains solid grounds to publish historical control data set

animals, reduce this risk of failure.

[96].

In standard toxicology safety assessment protocols planned

Historical control data contains no sensitive or proprietary

statistical comparisons are made to compare test article

information and should be uncontroversial to publish more

treatments back to a control group or add positive and

widely. Currie & Dodds [97] supported the open publication of

negative control groups and schedule statistical plan that

normative historical control data for several additional reasons:

includes making all pairwise comparisons possible. These

1.

studies are inherently sensitive due to the reduced multiple

the biology of the test system. Predictive models used in

testing burden, but the sensitivity can be further maximized by

computational toxicology may also benefit from access to

comparing back to historical control data, as well. Study

additional datasets that may have benefits of harmonizing

designs employing non-concurrent controls, such as historical

other datasets to improve the practice of pathology. These

control data that use scientifically valid surrogate endpoints

successes could then extend into other areas of diagnostic or

and statistical methods, such as Bayesian analyses, should be

research practices.

considered to determine if they may be appropriately used in

2.

these preclinical ototoxicity study protocols. Conditions where

benefit for both the regulators and the registrants. Public

such animal data could meet the threshold for approval are

access to historical control data will simplify requests for

conditions that typically involve scientifically valid information

additional evidence

that is available in the public domain (i.e., study reports

3.

appearing in peer-reviewed scientific journals).

administrative decisions based on historical control data from

We acknowledge that institutional historical control data is

other laboratories may also increase public confidence in the

imperative to maintain valid and reliable data for regulatory

process. And,

review for safety assessments. Using the exact same

4.

equipment, parameters and techniques to evaluate the onset,

should be trying to maximize the value gained from animal

progression, and absolute magnitudes of small compartment

testing data.

toxicity of the auditory system reduces the likelihood of false

In conclusion, large samples of normative ABR data from four

alarms and misses [90]. Scheuren [91] has described two

common purpose-bred laboratory animals suggests that:

loudness standards that currently exist for the industry. One

1.

standard maintained at the Deutsches Institut für Normung

and female ABR thresholds

(DIN), is referred to as DIN 45631 [92]. Under the

2.

International Standards Organization (ISO) standard #532-1

Guinea Pigs

also refers to this as the “Zwicker method” (ISO 532:1975; DIN

3.

45631) [93]. At present the stimulus features that are used in

lower thresholds imply greater sensitivity

ABR evaluations have no industrial standards between

4.

manufacturers of stimulus generators used in these evaluations

base of the cochlea [98-100]- high frequency (20 kHz),

[94]. The second loudness standard is known as ISO 532-2 and

therefore the guinea pig may be the better test system for

referred to as the “Moore/Glasberg method”. In the United

these study designs

Aggregated data can provide additional insights into

Streamlining the regulatory process has the potential

A data-driven approach towards regulatory and

there is also the ethical argument that researchers

there are no meaningful differences between male
auditory sensitivity ranking: Cats > Rats > NHPs >
there are species differences in sensitivity range:
most neural damage induced by drugs starts near the

States, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI), sets
this standard under ANSI S3.4-2007 [95] and is the model
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5.

monkeys have the greatest differential binaural

8.

Galambos R, Despland PA. (1980). The auditory brainstem

sensitivity (MIATA): 6dB in high frequencies; GPs have binaural

response (ABR) evaluates risk factors for hearing loss in the

differences in low frequency range

newborn. Pediatr Res. 14: 159‐163.

6.

female cats show the most sensitivity in all species and

9.

Hecox K, Galambos R. (1974). Brain stem auditory evoked

genders tested here: most sensitive in 10 and 20 kHz ranges,

responses in human infants and adults. Arch Otolaryngol.

and the low frequency range (4kHz) the female cat remains

99: 30‐33.

more sensitive than all other subjects
7.

10. Norton SJ, Gorga MP, Widen JE, Folsom RC, Sininger Y, et

female rats show the greatest disparity between

“most often reported thresholds” (mode) in the 10 and 20 kHz
range and the central tendency of the group averaged
frequencies (Median), followed by cats, and
8.

al. (2000). Identification of neonatal hearing impairment:
summary and recommendations. Ear Hear. 21: 529‐535.
11. Starr A, Rance G. (2015). Auditory Neuropathy. In:
“Handbook of Clinical Neurology”, Vol. 129: 495-508.

guinea pigs and monkeys show the greatest equality

12. Sauter T, Runge CL. (2012). Early latency auditory evoked

in threshold distributions (mode vs median) showing stock/strain

potentials
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neuropathy
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